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Architecture in flux: form follows 
flow. That means: Architecture that 
transforms, changes, develops.  
Architecture that is in harmony with 
nature, while seeking new paths and 
moving with the times.

Buzzword: sustainability. Often 
quoted, happily quoted – and yet 
more significant than ever. With regard 
to the building material concrete, 
demanding and challenging. Where 
is the construction industry going? 
What needs to change? What innovative 
solutions are there?

This issue traces a more sustainable 
architecture. Shows new possibilities. 
New formliners. New designs.  
Let yourself be inspired. And follow 
the flow.
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GROOVE
→ P. 12

 Make 
more 
from 
less

Lower.
Lighter.
Less material.

• Our new formliners in the FORM 
FOLLOWS FLOW Collection are a more 
environmentally friendly alternative 
when it comes to bringing design to 
facades. The structure depth is only 
2–3mm. For comparison: The material 
input is on average only half of our 
classic formliners. The advantage: 
lower consumption of polyurethane 
and concrete. And more sustainability.

• More possibilities thanks to custom 
designs. Just like with our UNIQUE 
series, almost any desired pattern can 
be implemented. 

• Due to the lower structure depth, our 
new formliners can be used indefinitely. 
Additional benefits: less material and 
less weight for simplified handling and 
lower transport efforts.
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Bringing order to the floral chaos – our 
“Flurry” textured formliner is a homo-
geneous pattern that connects uneven 
flowers in a symmetrical way. 

F L U R R Y
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Irregular, rugged, sometimes large,  
sometimes small – our “Torn” texture 
looks like countless, closely packed 
miniature continents. This gives the 
facade an exciting look.

Custom designs are 
also possible for 
our thin formliners
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Wild, organic shapes – you have to look 
twice at our “Groove” design. Only then 
will you notice that the leaves are formed 
from the irregular, criss-crossing lines.

G R O O V E
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H E D G E
Everything flows – our new “Hedge” 
texture almost meanders through the 
concrete. And its design is reminiscent 
of ferns swaying in the wind. But at a 
distance, the design can also appear 
abstract. 
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The RECKLI Sustainability Commitment

Concrete, sand, wood – the construction industry requires 
many resources. And large amounts of them. This in turn af-
fects us and our environment. Often rather. We are also part of 
this industry. And we are responsible for making our products 
as climate-friendly as possible. That isn’t always easy. We are 
constantly working to optimize our products and processes. 
We reduce their CO2 emissions. We are researching recycling 
options for plastics. We make our packaging more sustaina-
ble. In order to make our contribution – for an 
architecture in flow with the times.

Certification pending
Our goal for 2023 is ISCC+ certification. That means: All of our 
formliners can shortly also be ordered in a more sustainable, 
certified version. ISCC is a global sustainability certification 
system covering all raw materials and markets.

Interested?

Feel free to contact us: 
Email:  info@reckli.de 
Phone: +49 2323 1706-0

Build on the future

More information on the RECKLI Sustainability 
Commitment and the current status of our 
ISCC+ certification can be found on our website at: 
reckli.com/en/company/sustainability
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